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The World Junior Championships got underway on the 9th of December, a tournament that I had wanted to 

participate in again, for quite some months. This is my 4
th
 time in this tournament, in 2008, 2009, 2010 and this 

year. In 2011 Kane Townsend and I did not attend due to specific schooling and safety issues. I was excited and 

ready to go.  

 

PREPARATION 

Prior to the tournament and after my last year 12 VCE exam, I booked training in Henan province team once 

again in China again as a preparation for this tournament. I had planned a 2 day break/holiday in Beijing with 

some relatives that I haven’t seen for a long time because I knew I would be tired by two weeks of practice in 

China. The chinese have a tournament that they have every four years for every sport and it is basically like the 

chinese domestic Olympics where all the top players including Zhang Jike, Wang Liqin, etc also participate and 

are dying for gold medals. It is extremely serious and because of this, my team now practices 3-4 times a day 

most days and play a lot more tournaments both internally and externally in the team. The internet is also cut out 

in all the sports living areas to prevent the players from going online too much and having their mind wonder off 

from their sports and what they are supposed to be thinking about each day to enhance improvement. These 

helped me prepare extremely well and get my touch back both mentally, physically and in feeling for table 

tennis.  

 

However, the pressure of the tournaments I played and the high quality tiring training with better players 

everyday in these two weeks made me sick on the night of the 1
st
 of December by being overtrained and 

overfatigued, causing the body to break down. With my break in Beijing already booked, I was unable to 

practice for 5 days prior to the tournament as I was sick two days before my leave for Beijing which caused me 

to lose another two days in Beijing and another in flying from China to India. However, I was still able to hit 

twice a day for two days(the 7
th
 and 8

th
) before the tournament starts on the 9

th
. I was stressing that I would not 

be in good enough state and touch for the game with 5 days off table even though I was back to the gym after 2 

days break. In the two days hit, I got everything back to 100 percent in no time and there was in the end, no 

need to stress with the training I had already done in the two weeks in Henan which provided me with the 

easiness to get everything back quickly. 

 

TEAM EVENT 
There it was, the start of the tournament where I had planned to make the top 16 in the team events, last 32 of 

the boys singles and just get as far as I could in the doubles taking it as serious as possible like the chinese and 

many other good nations do. These countries heavily believe that players who learn to excel in Doubles will 

improve so much in areas of discipline, touch, over the table game, consistency and decision making of shots 

and especially decision making of shots with how hard each ball should be hit. I have had the same problem in 

the past but now I have learnt and take it extremely seriously. I feel that not taking doubles seriously is a 

worldwide problem for many players, even some good players.  

 

In the team events, the top 8 teams did not have to play in the groups where one team qualifies. I wasn’t very 

happy about this as it directly blows away our chances to play against countries like China and take the 

experience of playing against the top ranked countries. Our group had Hungary and Argentina. Our first match 

was against Hungary. I was too keen and missed service return after service return throughout the whole match 

where I was destroyed. I played Nandor Ecseki who did not do anything special to beat me. I missed the most 

balls I had ever experienced and lost easily. Despite this, I fought my hardest and showed like I always do, to 

my opponents that they are not going to beat me ever without me fighting 100 percent. The team then also went 

to lose 3-0 as we did play a strong team who had good services. However, myself, Ivan sulfaro and Nathan Van 

der heiden all did not play too well as it was the first match, we were nervous and did not know too much what 

to expect as we did not know the players we were up against. 

 

 



 

That afternoon we played Argentina with all of us playing much better, especially myself. The team lost 3-1 but 

I recorded a win over Juan Daher who is higher than me in the rankings and lost 3-1 to their number 1 player 

Fermin Tenti.  However, this match could have gone either way. I felt as if I was the better player. I won the 

first set easily, then lost a bit of concentration as I had a tiring 5 setter with Juan Daher where I won by the 

narrowest of margins and it took my energy away. Two sets then flew away against Tenti in the click of a hand. 

In high pressure tournaments, matches and situations like in this tournament, leads can be lost so easily, better 

players can feel hopeless if a lower standard player can apply sufficient pressure for long enough. Things go so 

fast under pressure and so many funny things can happen. Being 2-1 down against Tenti, the next set he got a 

net when lobbing when I was 7-6 up and then when I was 10-9 up again he was in a defensive position in a 

loop-loop rally where I was overpowering him, he clipped the edge again. The next two balls again just slipped 

away so quickly with poor concentration of myself on playing the next balls and still thinking about the unlucky 

balls that happened to me earlier. I remained calm after every edge/net as now I know that in sport, sometimes 

you are the lucky one, sometimes your not. There is nothing you can do but try to return them and/or play the 

next ball. When I was younger, I would get angry and complain non-stop about these, now years later, I have 

learnt to live with what happens out there on the court. We lost 3-1 to Argentina but my win against Daher was 

the best win for me throughout the whole tournament. He had beaten the Hungarian player I had been destroyed 

by and Omar Bedair of Egypt who is around 70-80 in the world for our age group, Under 18.  

 

The next part of the process was playing off for positions 13-20. We were up against India and I was up against 
their number 2 player. I played extraordinarily well and lead 2-0 playing out my strengths and all the right 

tactics. I then lost a bit of mental concentration but lead 2-1 and 8-3. I lost from there and could not believe what 

on earth happened. I called a time-out at 8-5 and started to become very passive from there, which is the reason 

I lost. I also became very predictable with where I attacked and blocked every ball which made the opponent’s 

job very easy. From there I lost 11-9 in the fifth set.  

 

We then played USA where I took my two matches but the team still lost 3-2. After that we played New 

Zealand for second last and last spots where I did not play the match. We lost 3-1 but our players fought 100 

percent and gave everything they had. 

 

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS 

The Boys singles were about the start and I had learnt from all my losses in the team matches. Two would go 

through and I was the only oceania player that would play as a group’s number 2 player due to my higher world 

ranking as opposed to all other oceania junior players.  This put me in a singles group with Leonardo Mutti from 

Italy and Juan Lamadrid from Chile. I was destroyed by Mutti where he played fantastic and clearly was above 

my level. The second match I won comfortably against Juan. This put me in the main draw in the round of 64 

against Konrad Kulpa of Poland who I played in 2009 and I had match point against. This time around the result 

was 4-0 his way. He outplayed me in almost every aspect of the game and I came to realise that it is truly 

amazing how much international players change and improve over years compared to Australian players.  Even 

my regular training partner in Melbourne, David Powell, who has been to Poland in the last 12 months told me 

how much Kulpa has improved and that he is really good now! He ended up being too solid and consistent for 

me. Despite this, making the main draw of the Junior Boys Singles at the World Junior Championships has been 

a goal since my first World Junior Championships in 2008.  The fact that I had achieved it really made me so 

happy and I can say I deserved it and join the few Australian players that have made the main draw of the junior 

boy’s singles in the past. 

 

In the mixed doubles, Anna Du and I were outplayed by a Polish pair and in the boys doubles, Ivan Sulfaro and 

I lost from 2-0 up against an Argentina pair. Sometimes it really sucks to lose in positions like that but it 

happens and is part of playing sport.  

 

SUMMARY 

A huge learning experience for me and a lot to take back from this tournament from both my own performances 

and the pieces I have picked up from many other good players when watching and observing them. Going back 

to Henan province team for another tournament and practice is the greatest thing happening to me after a 

tournament like this.  


